
men safety workwear wholesale  clothing polycotton  poplin reflective coveralls

Product Description:
Kinds of  colorful work wear coveralls for men work in the special environments, it basic fits men  work
wear with long sleeves,100%polyester fabric will make you feel relaxed and work quickly .The work wear
coveralls series have a normal style rounded collar, wear resistant canvas flourescent fabric ,elastic waist 
help you adjust the size according to the need,long PVC zippers is very convenient,the bright colors and
the high visibility reflective tape is the impotant marks that will give the worning of others .It will keep you
safety .

Product Image:

Product Name: Coverall Size; S-3XL

Fabric: 100%polyester Color: As your requirements

Fabric Weight 110-130G Standard: SGS

Season: Autumn                                   



Production Details:

1.Windproof Knit Wrist on cuff. Neat and tidy when you at work
2.One long nylon zipper in the front , a special design.
3.Two chest pockets with short nylon zipper.
4.Full back elasticated waistband

Our service :
First:we wil discuss the detail information about the goods like the fabric material ,the weight of fabric,the
color ,the size ,the color ,the technics process, the samples the delivery time and the payment before we
place order with each other .

Then:we will sent you the samples within 10working days after receiving your payment.
Next:we put the good in producing ,we will give you the pace of the product by email in time when we
place the order.
Last:we will make sure the delivery time and shipping the goods in time ,of cause sent you the delivery
information in time.

Our Advantages

1, We have professional experience about 9 years,our maket are located in East middle maket,south
America, European and so on.
2, We have design department,our designs continuously develop new products based on the demand of
the market.
3, The professional technicians allow us to provide the accurate samples according to the clients’
requirements in time.
4, Once order is placed, the quality control is strictly carried out from beginning to the end.
5, We choose the qualified suppliers of fabric, accessaries and packing materials.
6, The material will be strictly inspected when they arrive in the factory.
7, Our annual production capacity is 100,000----120,000pcs per month.


